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About This Game

A game I made
For a certain kind of person

To hurt them.

Getting Over It with Bennett Foddy is a punishing climbing game, a homage to Jazzuo's 2002 B-Game classic 'Sexy Hiking'.
You move the hammer with the mouse, and that's all there is. With practice, you'll be able to jump, swing, climb and fly. Great

mysteries and a wonderful reward await the master hikers who reach the top of the mountain.

To quote Jazzuo himself: "The hiking action is very similar to way you would do it in real life, remember that and you will do
well".

Climb up an enormous mountain with nothing but a hammer and a pot.

Listen as I make philosophical observations about the problem at hand.

Between 2 and ∞ hours of agonizing gameplay, depending. The median time to finish for my playtesters was 5 hours,
but the mean was closer to ∞.
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Lose all your progress, over and over.

Feel new types of frustration you didn't know you were capable of.

Magical reward awaits hikers who reach the top.

Epilepsy warning: contains some surprising elements.
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Title: Getting Over It with Bennett Foddy
Genre: Action
Developer:
Bennett Foddy
Publisher:
Bennett Foddy
Release Date: 6 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: 2 GHz Dual Core CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000 or better

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Japanese,Russian,Korean,Simplified Chinese
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I liked this game, didn't mind the challenge, and I love the graphics, the music, the vocal interjections and such. I turned off the
cursor as I thought it would just annoy me. I played for a bit, had some success, but I noticed it seemed to make moves I wasn't
doing on the mouse, that would often end up launching me off a cliff after I made progress. About 2 hours or so into playing the
game, I turned on the cursor, and I noticed the hammer doesn't keep up with my movements. It doesn't matter to me if I'm good
at the game or not, but I'll never know as the game doesn't keep up with my movements. THIS is the reason I don't play
anymore, and don't recommend this game now. I though it was me that was bad, but it's the inability of the game to keep up
with my movements. It's fun for a laugh, but I'd wait for a sale to waste money on this game. It's controls are inadequate, thus
it's you, not me, Getting Over It. Sorry.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 you. I got over it but was it worth it?. He went too far this
time. JESUS CHRIST FOR THE LOVE OF GOD PLEASE DO NOT GET THIS GAME. MY FRIEND CONVINCED ME
TO PLAY IT AGAIN AFTER MY FIRST ATTEMPT AND I'M LITERALLY SO CLOSE TO DESTROYING MY
COMPUTER. FOR \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 SAKE BENNETT! WHY! YOU COULD HAVE BEEN A GOOD PERSON
BUT YOU DECIDED TO PULL THIS \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 THIS GAME! I AM GONNA KILL MYSELF BECAUSE OF THIS JESUS CHRIST AWSGGEH
SERFKTKKERGTGYETKEH%EKER%KYHERTRTKTRAHYAERTHTERAHYKARETHKTERAHKAERTHTAHRJRTJH
TREHJKTREHJKRFGDSKJSRGTKJSRTKTRSKERTAYLUJL:ATYLTRWLYLWYWLywlYEWLYELYERA%LYER%WL
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very\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665game made me angryt. If i had a gun by my side while playing this game i would
100% fecking shoot myself

10\/10 would punch a hole through my desk again. Like riding a bike.. i got over it, but now i have carpal tunnel. God i never
had so much rage on a game c:
but is very cool and fun v:
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